Monday, 27 August
08.00-22.00 Hall access to personnel for construction

Vehicles
08.00-13.00 Vehicle access to fairground for stands over 600m²
13.00-18.00 Vehicle access to fairground for stands over 300m²

Tuesday, 28 August
08.00-22.00 Hall access to personnel for construction

Vehicles
08.00-13.00 Vehicle access to fairground for stands over 150m²
13.00-18.00 Vehicle access to fairground for stands over 100m²

Wednesday, 29 August
08.00-22.00 Hall access to personnel for construction

Vehicles
08.00-18.00 Vehicle access to fairground for stands over 30m²

Tuesday, 30 August
08.00-22.00 Hall access to personnel for construction

Vehicles
08.00-18.00 Vehicle access to fairground for all stands

Friday, 31 August
08.00-18.00 Hall access to personnel for construction;
stand decoration is still possible until 22.00

Vehicles
08.00-19.00 Vehicle access to fairground for all stands

No further vehicle access to fairground until 21:00, 4 September, 2007. Daily deliveries should be sent to Farex office, where transport to exhibit area may be arranged.

Saturday, 1 September
08.00-12.00 Stand decoration only, to be completed by 12:00

Incomplete stands and no-shows by 12:00 will be walled off and goods removed into storage, at exhibitors cost. Acceptance of this condition is a term of exhibit space rental.